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The AUTOmatic Burned Areas Mapper (AUTOBAM) tool proposed in Pulvirenti et al., (2020) and designed to map in near-real time (NRT) burned area (BA) using Sentinel-2 (S2) data is presented.
S2 data are complemented by ancillary data, namely MODIS-derived and VIIRS-derived active fire products, and by fire notifications.
Italy is the Region of Interest (ROI) because AUTOBAM was originally designed to respond to a request by the Italian Department of Civil Protection. Moreover, notifications from the firefighting fleet belonging to Joint Air Operating
Centre and (for some regions like Lazio) from the Unified Permanent Fire Protection Unit are available in NRT.
The evaluation of the results is carried out using different data sources. First, for 2-3 selected events (e.g. the fire that hit Sardinia in 2021), subsets of the BA maps, are evaluated through comparison with high resolution RGB
orthomosaics derived from Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) survey. In addition, for years 2021, AUTOBAM-derived BAs are shown for three different regions of Italy

•
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INTRODUCTION

AUTOmatic Burned Areas Mapper - AUTOBAM

AUTOBAM uses S2 level 2A (L2A) surface reflectance products: when new L2A products are available, they are automatically downloaded and processed.
The processing firstly computes the Normalized Burn Ratio, the Normalized Burned Ratio 2, and the Mid-Infrared Burned Index.
Then, AUTOBAM applies a change detection approach that compares the values of the aforementioned indices acquired at current time with the values derived from the most recent cloud-free S2 data. BA mapping is performed by using different image
processing techniques (clustering, automatic thresholding, region growing). Output maps are resampled to a common grid whose pixel size is 20m.
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III. National Database of BA
Daily mapping (365 days / year) at national scale of
- burned areas
- vegetation and snow cover indices
using multispectral data from Sentinel-2 (S2)

SUMMER SEASON 2021: SARDINIA
overview BAs ∼ 125
∼ 23.500 [ha]

SUMMER SEASON 2021: SICILY
overview BAs ∼ 1000
∼ 109.000 [ha]

SUMMER SEASON 2021: LAZIO
overview BAs ∼ 395
∼ 11.000 [ha]

All Sentinel-2 data over Italy are systematically stored and processed (from 2019).
Collaboration with civil protection functional centers or national stakeholders, in
the validation / identification of events occurring on Italian territory.
Availability of daily and/or on-demand BA maps on the MyDEWETRA platform.

IV. VALIDATION: SARDINIA case 2021
S2 images acquired in July 2021 on
Sardinia region, Oristano prov. (IT)

AUTOBAM results

Comparison AUTOBAM with
RGB orthomosaics derived by UAV

Cima Foundation was activated by the Department of Protection in the context
of the forests fires that occurred in the Sardinia region starting from 24 July
2021, involving areas in the province of Oristano.
Favored by the strong wind, and
by the persistent absence of
rainfall, as well as by high
temperatures, in a short time the
area interested by fire has
assumed significant dimensions,
in the order of tens of thousands of
ectars. The event not only affected
vegetated areas, but unfortunately
affected livestock farms, farms
until the border of some urban
centers: several thousand people
were therefore evacuated from
their homes.
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CONCLUSIONS
• Results indicate that the AUTOBAM tool is suitable for NRT mapping of BAs and its performance is adequate for operational purposes (e. g.
Civil Protection activities at national and regional level).
• The overall accuracy is “very high” both in detection ability and in the contouring.
• The performance of the method is not affected by severity of damage and land cover characteristics (morphology and vegetation type).
• A statistical analysis of accuracy needs a more robust validation dataset which is being built.
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